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The Doric is a building in ruins located about one and half
kilometres south of Arippu (Sri Lanka's N.W. Coast) on an elevated
bank eroded by the sea. This was built by Sir Frederick North, the
first British Governor of Ceylon (1798-1805) as his residence during
visits to the pearl fishery that took place in Kondachchi near Arippu.
The mansion which was constructed during the early 19th century
was later known as 'The Doric' due to its architectural features. It
was used by a few successive governors, superintendents of the
pearl fishery, government agents and other government officials.
Abandoned afterwards, The Doric decayed over time owing to
extreme climatic conditions and lack of regular repairs.

After two centuries of wear and tear, this two-storied brick
mansion has been reduced to ruin. The upper floor on which there
was a terraced roof is completely demolished. A substantial part of
the thick brick walls of the ground floor and the stairway leading to
the first floor are still preserved. Parts of the walls of the northern
side have collapsed after 2003, and walls of the southern side face
such danger in the near future. The western (rear) portico facing
the sea has almost completely collapsed after 1980, as a result of
severe sea erosion. The lower section of the eastern (front) portico
facing the Puttalam - Mannar road is intact. Remains of columnlike structures and plaster work of the walls are intact in a number
of places. There are remains of some out-houses or walls in the
surrounding area. Although The Doric is in a dilapidated condition,
its rnajestic appearance standing solitary on the barren shore still
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the area (Figs. 1,2).

Do.i" is one of the three column types of Ancient Greek Architecturp.
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There are certain unsolved issues regarding The Doric' The
exact date of the construction has not been revealed by any of the
previous writers with substantial evidence. The mansion is

erroneously identified by certain writers as a palace or a fort
connected with mythical or historical events'
Date
The Doric is dated back to the first few years of the nineteenth
century, when North was yet Govetnor. Bingham (1922,52) dates
it to L804 without providing any evidence, and reproduces the

(1975)
description of cordiner. In his account of The Doric, uragoda
the
supervised
states that, "It is mentioned that North personally
pearl fishery of 1801, and allowing for a reasonable time factor
irom his arrival to its completion, it is likely that the building was
occupied by him for the first time that year". However, according
to thi sources described below, even the foundation stone of The

Doric was not Yet laid in 1801.
Although scarce, there are sources to identify the date of The
Doric, such as contemporary official documents containing letters,

minutes and orders by a few government officials. The ceylon
GovernmentGazettealso provides vital information on the matter.
The Gazette describes the movements of the Governor'
appointments made by him, and occurrence of important events
refevant to the island during these times. According to its first issue
dated March 15, 1802, Governor North was at Arippu on the 8'h
March, as he received a letter describing the loss of a vessel in the
seanear Kokilay (CGG, No.1, 15.03. 1802, 1)' The next issue dated
March 22, descrlbes the activities of the Governor at Arippu. This
account mentions two foundation laying ceremonies thus:
On the 18'h His Excellency laid the Foundation stone
of the Cottoos & other Buildings about to be erected
at Candaatzie for the Reception & Washing of the

Oysters fished from the Banks in the Straights of
Manar, and the same day His Excellency laid the first
stone of the Government Lodge preparing for the
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Residence of the Governour (sic) during the time of
the Pearl F'ishery (CGG, No.2,22.03.1802,2) (Fig.3).

The second event on record is the foundation-laying
ceremony of The Doric building. The buildings that were to be
erected at Kondachchi (condatchie) were the Banksaals for the pearl
fishery and the basic plans of these are described in a minute dated
December B, 1800 in which North gives instructions to the Civil
Architect (SLNA, 7 / 4, 08.12.1804, 832-44).

Although The Doric was built by Governor North as the
govenlor's residence during the pearl fishery, there is a question as
to who planned and who built it. The popular belief is that the
building was planned by the governor himself. Cordiner, who was
in Ceylon during the period mentions that the design was given by
Governor North (1807, Vol II, 37). According to a letter dated May
6, 1802 (SLNA, 7 / 5 1, 06.05.1802, No. 423) fr omGeorge Arburhnot,
the Deputy Secretary to the Government, addressed to Lieutenant
Colonel B. G. Barbut, the Commissioner Extraordinary of Revenue
and Commerce for the Norlhern Districts in Jaffna, plans of a rest
house and other buildings in several places of that district were
sent to him. The places mentioned in the letter include pootland

(Puttalam), Marchicottah (Marichchikatti), Kondaatzie

(Kondachchi) or Arrippo (Arippu) and Mantotte (Mantai). The
'other buildings' in this letter could include The Doric as Arrippo
is mentioned here. According to this letter, estimates of the expenses
drawn out by senior officers and engineers and communicated to
the governor by the military board were also transmitted.

After the laying of foundation of The Doric on March lg,
lB02 it was under construction for almost two years. There is a
considerable number of letters, minutes, and orders regarding the
construction in the Governor's Diaries and Government Letter
Books. These documents not only provide information about the
construction, but also about the persons engaged in the work and
complications encountered during the process of bLrilding.
A letter to Lieutenant R. J. Cotgrave, the Civil Ar-chitect dated
March 14,1802 (SLNA, 7t5t,14.03.1802, No. 302) from Robert
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Arbuthnot, the Chief Secretary to Government, advises Cotgrave
to send Uhlenbeck, the Assistant Civil Architect to superintend the
buildings which are under construction at Arippu. He further
mentions that Mt. Atkinson, the Civil Engineer, will remain at
Arippu till Uhlenbeck's arrival to provide him necessary instructions.
In his reply dated March 19,1802 (SLNA, 716,19.03.1802,329)
Cotgrave mentions that he communicated the message to Uhlenbeck.
It is not obvious whether Uhlenbeck was to take charge of the

constructions of governor's house or the banksaals or both, that
were under construction at the same time.
few weeks later conclusive evidence is available
about the person who was in charge of building The Doric. A letter
to Barbut, dated April 05, 1802 from Robert Arbuthnot directs
headmen in the district of Mannar to assemble coolies necessary to
work at Arippu. In this letter it is mentioned that ". '.work at Arippo
and Condaadee under the superintendence of Mr. Nagel at the
However,

a

Cuttoos & other buildings now erecting there for the use of
Government." (SLNA, 7 /5I, 05.04.i802, No. 420).
Therefore, the responsibility of building The Doric (and the
other buildings at Kondachchi) was transferred in a few weeks'

time from Uhlenbeck to Nagel. Gerrit John Nagel was a Dutch
descendant in Jaffna and he held the post of Assistant Civil Architect
or Assistant Engineer of the district of Jaffna. Both these posts are
mentioned in the communications between the Agent of Revenue
and Commerce of Jaffna and Nagel as well as in the communications
between the Agent and the Chief Secretary to Government. He may

have held both of these posts of the two departments, which were
combined later. Bingham (1922,107-09) also mentions that The
Doric was built by Nagel.

There are several letters from Nagel to Barbut and his
successor George Lusignan regarding the construction work at
Arippu requesting approval for certain matters, claming travelling
expenses etc (SLNA, 7 I 8, I I . 12. 1802, 7 05 -6; 7 I 9, 17 .03 . 1803, 326;
1 I lO, 16.10.1 803, 41 1 ; 1 I 12, 28.08.1804, 293). These reveal to us
the state of the construction works carried out by Nagel, both The
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Doric and the banksaals. Almost all these requests were approved
and bills were sanctioned without any delay or queries, probably
because the governor was interested in the speedy construction of
the building. However, Nagel's work and payments were under
control of or supervised by George Atkinson, the Civil Engineer,
as a letter from the Chief Secretary to the Agent of Jaffna dated
December 29, 1802 mentions that "all the accounts of Mr. Nagel
must be under the controul (sic) of Mr. Atkinson, the Civil Engineer.,,
(SLNA., 7 154, 29.12.1802, No. 171).

In a letter of Nagel dated December 11, 1802 enclosed by
Barbut, Nagel requests Barbut to obtain permission "to keep eight
bearers during my abode at Arippo in order to suspect (sic) daily
the works at Condatche... ". (SLNA, 7/8,I1.12.1802, 705). This
letter suggests that Nagel was supervising both works at Arippu
and Kondachchi. The request was sanctioned by the Governor, as
mentioned in the letter of the Chief Secretary dated December l8
(SLNA, 7/54,18.12.1802, No. 122).
Another letter dated March 19, 1803 from Lusignan to Robert
Arbuthnot listing the work under his charge in the northern districts
refers to the "Government Lodge at Aripo on which two overseers
are employed under Mr. Nagel." (SLNA, 7/9, 19.03.1803,339).

The building for Governor's residence was nearly finished
by September, 1802, possibly with the special attention of the
officers who were in charge. North in his despatch to Lord Hobbart
in London, dated September, 10, 1802, mentions about The Doric
under the topic 'the buildings now in hand, or which will soon be
so are'. It states that "A lodge for the Residence of the Governor or
the Commissioners of the Pearl Fishery near Arripo nearly finished.,'
(SLNA, 7/8, 10.09.1802,75). He further mentions that one quarter
of the buildings being built for the use of fishery in Kondachchi
were finished when the letter was written.
According to the above mentioned letter, the building was
going to be completed by the end of 1802. This
was not so, as
explained by the nexr letter from North to Lord
Hobart, dated
November 24, 1802. North mentions what
he had begun to build,
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Brick Pavilion of two stories
at Arripo, for Half the Castle has fallen down and the Remaining
Half is dangerous. This Building will serve not only as a Residence
for the governor or Commissioners during the Pearl Fisheries and

including the Govemor's house,

as ".A

Examinations of the B anks, but for the President and officers of the
Provincial Court when they hold their sessions for the District of
Mannar. The Awkwardness of the coolies and Distance of Materials
for building will make it more expensive than was calculated, and I
shall be happy if it be completed for fifteen thousand Rix Dollars."

(SLNA,

7 18, 24.r1. 1802, 606).

This letter indicates the troubles encountered during the
construction namely, awkwardness of the coolies employed and
the transporl of the materials. These may have had a significant
impact on the slowing down of the construction of The Doric. It
was probably furrher affected by the financial difficulties which
caused the suspension of most of the public works by April' 1803'
It was a result of additional government expenditure on the war
with Kandy and the great demand for labour during wartime' In a
general letter to Lord Hobart dated April, 20, 1803, North mentions
that all the public works had been suspended due to above reasons,
but he further mentions that there is very little to be done at Arippu.

He mentions, "A few weeks of Labour will, however, comple
(complete?) (sic) the canal of Mootoo Raja Ville and that which
buds from the Lake of colombo to the Port, as well as the House at
Arripo". (SLNA, 7 19, 20.04.1803, 453).
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The builcling was probably completed by early 1804 and the
Governor stayed there for the first time during the pearl fishery of
that year. The pearl fishery of 1804 was supervised personally by
Frederic North arrd many of the govemment officials were at Arippu
with him" North left Colornbo for the Pearl Fishery on 5,h February
1804 (CGG, No" 105, 08"02.1805) and anived at Arippu on 11,h
(ibid., No. 105, 15.02.1804). He was rhere rill early April andhe
returned to Colomtro on rhe l4,h (ibid., No. 116, 1g.04.1904).
Govemor Norlh and the suite probably had stayed at the govemor's
house, although there is no pai'ticular reference to that. However,
there is a letter dated July 17,1804 from the Agent of Revenue and
Comrnerce of Jaffna enclosiiig a bill for 130 coolies sent to Arippu
for the use of F{is Excellency (SLNA, 7112, 17 .0i .1804, 79). This
may be for the services at The Doric building during the Governor's
stay. If so, this was the first time Governor North stayed at The
Doric at Arippu, after it was completed.

There is further evidence to suggest that The Doric was
completed by early 1804. A leter from Robert Arbuthnot to

"I am directed by His
Excellency the Governor to return sanctioned the Bills for the
tsuildings at Arripo, which his Excellency trusrs will be the last
Expence (sic) incurred for that object" (SLNA, 7156, 06.06.1804,
No. 655). The letter from Lusignan with the bill is not traceable
I-usignan dated June 6, 1804 mentions that,

arnong the records.

In the next letter to Lord Hobart dated January 1, 1804,
Govemor North says, "The small house at Arripo is nearly finished

T'his suggestion could be further confirmed as there are no
more requests for claims from Nagel after March 1804. Nagel was
at Arippu during the fishery of 1804 and wrote a letter directly to

natives employed in it, construction, and the illness which prevailed
among them during the greater part of the term of their labour, the

tiie Governor on March 3, asking for an extra allowance as he was
incun'ing expenses while having had a family to maintain in Jaffna.
He requested for "the usual allowance of Batta for the number of
months that it has been necessary for me (Nagel) to reside here

and a beautiful building, but, owing to the unfavourable
circumstance of the Distance of materials, awkwardness of the
expence (sic) has exceeded the estimate in a triple proportion""
(SLNA, 7/11, 01.01.1804, 41). This explains that the uninviting
and unhealthy conditions in the Arippu area have had a noteworthy
impact on the coolies and hence on the construction work of The
Doric.

(Arippu) on the public service." (SLNA, 1lII,0j.03.1804, 49596)" On 6th August, Governor North orclered the Agent of Revenue
and Cornmerce of Jaffnapatnam that a sum of 750 Rix Dollars be
paid to Mr. Nagel "as a gratiuty (sic) for his trouble in superinrending

the tranks at Arippo." (SLNA, 1/12.,06.08.1804, 167). This was
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conveyed to Lusignan in a letter dated August 6, 1804, as confirmed
by Lusignan (SLNA, 7 / 12, II.08.1804, 2I2). However, it is diffi cult
to assume whether the gratuity was paid to Nagel for the request he
made or whether he was paid for any duties he had performed during
the pearl fishery. The fishery of 1804 was supervised by William
Boyd, according to his communications with the Chief Secretary
to Government during the period from February to May, 1804
(SLNA, 7 / 1 1, 5.02.180 1, 36 1 ; 27 .02.1804, 414:- 13.03.1804, 497 98; 01.05.1804,653). Boyd held this responsibility during the time
of the fishery during the previous years as well, apart from his duties
as a

civil officer.

A few venetians of The Doric were damaged by the storms
and rains of January 1805 (SLNA, 7113, 15.01.1805, 51-2;
04.04.1805, 431-33), but in the long run the extreme climatic
conditions - hurricanes and rains, were among the major causes for
its decay and coupled with damages caused by severe sea erosion,
the building was ruined within a 100 years. The photograph of the
building with a section of wall of the upper floor and the
accompanying description included in the pearl fishery report of
1903, demonstrate the deprived state of the mansion (Herdman,
t903,57).
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(Davy, r82l). The building is marked as ,Doric,
on both Major
General John Fraser,s map of tg62 (Bingham,
Arrowsmith's map of 1g57 (Tennent, lg60j.
Evidently, Th" Oo.i.
was a prominent landmark during the l9,h
century.
However, many reasons including the abandonment
of the
Jaffna road via Arippu dueto the opening of
the road via Kurunegara
and the abandonment of The Doric caused
a decline of visits to the
area and hence of written accounts. In 1903,
Herdman 1!OOZ, il1
describes the state of-the building briefly and producer
u prrorogruprr.
Twynam writing to Bingham's second volume (lgzZ,tZ:)
_"ition,
the pearl fishery buildings, The Doric and
also the remnants of
Dutch fortifications which he saw during the
mid r9,n centuf. He
also mentions the distances between these
three sites. Fredlrick
Lewis as quoted by spittel (1957,2g6) mentions
The Doric as he
describes the beauty spots of ceyron. Brohier
mentions it in 1973
as a "striking landmark on the plain" (rg73,4g).
The Doric is also
mentioned in the Handbook to the Ceylon
Traveller (lggl-, I4I)
and a local story connecting it to a legendary
queen is also related.
uragoda (1975) gives a detailed u"Jount
or trre building and its
condition with photographs of the 1970s. perera
(2005, 165)
produces a photograph taken in 1gg0,
with the ground floor of the

rqirjl"ii"n"

western portico intact. The beacon located
a few metres to the south

Identification of the Building
The Doric was visited by travellers and writers before its
abandonment. Cordiner (Vol. II, 37-8) of 1807, was followed by
Forbes (1840, 249), Selkirk (1844,15), Pridham (1849, 410), Baker
(1855, 365) and Tennent (1860, 560), who give general accounts
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the building from different viewpoints. Cordiner calls it
'undoubtedly the most beautiful building in the island...' and
Tennent calls it a 'perceptible landmark', but Forbes and Pridham
mention it as the ugliest landscape in Ceylon.

The Doric is distinctly marked on few maps of Ceylon
prepared during the 19'h century. It was marked as 'House' on
Captain G. Schneider's map in 1813 (Bertolacci, 1817) and as
'Dorick' on the map popularly known as John Davy's map in 1821

is named the 'Doric Beacon' in navigational
guides such as the
Sailing Directions (Enroute) IndiaandThe
Bay of Bengalpublished
in2002 (76).
The buitding lapsed into oblivion during
the fourth quarter
of the 20* century due to the scarcity
of visitors to this remote
area,

and the politicar situation of the
island during the last twenty-five
years. Hence, the remnant

of The Doric is erroneously identified
with various other edifices by certain
writers, joumalists and hence,
the general public. It is being ,efen"i
to as the il;;
::.." Py
f;;,
a^Porru8uese building an-d also as the ,Allaranikdrte,,
rrre p&l&ce of a mythical
queen.

ill1ry,

These erroneous interpretations of
The Doric seem to have
existed since mid
20,h century. Keble ftgiO,102) mentions
this

The
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building as Governor North's 'Gothic' - a different architectural
order, instead of The Doric. Weerasinghe (1989,78) mentions this
as 'Allaranik6tte', but says it is a Poftuguese building where Princess
Dona Catherina under their supervision lived during her childhood
and youth during the late 16'h century. His assumption is likely
inspired by the stories of the local people. He also mentions a report
of this building by Sarath Wattala of the Department of Archaeology
prepared in l976.This tenn is further repeated by Kulasinghe Q045,
Il-12) in a booklet by the Department of Archaeology.
In the first edition of his T'he Dutch Forts of Sri I'mzka, Nelson
(1984, 114-16) gives a description of the fort at Arippu. Although
he refers to the existence of ruins mainly of one bastion, it is not
clear of what building he refers to, as he does not give details of the
exact location or produce a photograph. The plan published was
based on a plan at Algemeen Rijksarchief, The Hague drawn in

t672.
Nelson visited Arippu in 1984, took photographs of T'he Doric
building and identified it eroneously as the Dutch fort. Report of
1984 was published along with the reporl and

Nelson's visit of
photographs of 2004 by de Silva, the co-editor of the second edition
of The Dutch Forts of Sri I'anka. In this' Nelson describes the
remnants of The Doric as "...almost like the columnar remains of
some ancient Greek temple were the remains," and also mentions
the "surprisingly high proportion of brickwork." (Nelson, 2004,

1l6a-b), but he fails to distinguish the fort and The Doric.
Correspondingly, the report and photographs of 2AA4by de Silva
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beacon near.by, although The Doric is not named.
Twynam writing
to Bingham's second volume (1922,173) mentions
the distance
between The Doric and the rem'ants of Dutch fortifications
as half
'i mile" Allhough his judgement of the distance is not accuraLe. it is
important as he distinguishes the two ecrifices and gives
uppro^i,out"

rlistances,

Maps of Schneider, Davy and Fraser distinctly
illustrate the
location of The Doric as mentioned above. All thr;e
maps show
that it is located at a considerable distance from
the Arippu estuary.

The fort is not marked on these maps, but it was
distin"ity murt"a
near the estuary on an undated map probably prepared
based on
a

Dutch kaart and belonging to early 19rr, century (Brohier
and
Paulusz, Plare XLVIIT, r41). The fig. 4 shows
the relative rocations
of The Doric, the beacon and the ruins of the bungalow
located
possibly on the site occupied by the fort
earlier.
The next clue for the identification of The Doric
is provided
by a comparison of the ruins with the known
description.s of The

Doric and figures available. The best of these
,ou..", is the
description of Cordiner (1807, Vol. II, 37_g),
who was in Ceylon

drrring the administration of Frederic North.
He suppries a.ealistic
description of the governor,s house at Arippu
inctuilng the layout
of the rooms. He states that the building
is situatea two miles north
of the scene of the pearl flshery, givinglfre
position of the building
as B'47' north latitud e and79"
40' easilongitua". gh" latter shourd
be 79' 56' E, according to the position
of"the nearby beacon.) He
al"so presents an excelrent
drawing of it as seen from i'" ,outn

inrg.

too illustrate The Doric as the Dutch Fort of Aripp't (ibid, 115 c-d)"
Possibly the existence of this British building may have not grabbed

5).

their attention.

structure confirms its iclentification.

Nevertheless, The Doric possesses several bits of accllrate
evidence to its identification. The first is ttre l0cation of the fort and
The Doric. As shown earlier, the fort was situated in Arippu, near
the village and the estuary of Aruvi Arr-r (N4alwatu Oya) and The
Doric is situated about 1.5 kilometres further south. The one inch
sheet of Murunkan revised in 1955 marks both The Doric and the
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A comparison of Cordiner's clrawing with the existing

1)

Features of the walls _ The building which
we can see
today consists of the walls of a part of the
first floor and
a stairway leading to the first floor.
Although the sections
of the northern side which are shown infig2have
fallen
afrer 2003, the southern side of the building
is inract.

Comparing Cordiner,s drawing with the existing
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structure, one can see the similarities. The wall, open
and closed spaces and the bases of the columns on the

beam of the first floor of the southern wall are very
similar to the drawing.

2)

- The Doric has two rectangular
(rear portico) and eastern (front
western
the
porticos on
portico) sides of the building. On each of this were four
Layout of the porticos

Doric columns which supported the roof (Fig. 5)'
Although the western portico has collapsed the lower
part ofthe eastern portico is still in good condition. A
comparison of this with Cordiner's drawing illustrates
the similaritY.

On the other hand, the Dutch fort had two trapeziumshaped bastions in the north-west corner and south-east

corners of the fort respectively (Nelson, 116;
Paranavitana and de Silva, 164). Fig. 6 and 7 are the
rough ground plans of The Doric and the fort respectively
for the comparison.

3)

Plaster work

-

A considerable quantity of plaster work

still remains on walls of southern and northern sides, on
the eastem portico and on some fallen walls. The designs

of the plaster work above the arches and on the walls
are similar to that of the drawing of Cordiner (Fig' 8)'

4)

Although The Doric columns have
collapsed, there are a few fallen fragments. There are
column bases with bricks arranged in circular pattern
and parts of columns without plaster. Although the
traditional Greek Doric column lacks abase, the columns
of The Doric at Arippu has bases, as shown by Cordiner
(Fie.9).
Column bases

-

Based on the above mentioned facts it is possible to
distinguish The Doric building from the Dutch fort which stood
further north in the present Arippu village. The latter may be the
.castle' mentioned by Governor North as "half the castle has fallen
down and the remaining half is dangerous", in his letter to Lord
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Hobart on November, 24, 1802 (SLNA, 7/8, 24.11.1802, 606).
Cordiner also mentions the fort and also a bungalow near the fort
buildings which he saw during a tour round Ceylon in 1g00
(Cordiner, 1807, Vol I,299). Lewis in Bingham,s Second Volume
states that parts of the walls and bastions of the fort remain in late
19th century (Bingham, 1922, 20). Boake mentions that the
supervisor's bungalow was built on the site of the old fort (Boake,
1888, 59). It is possible that the ruins of the bungalow in the present
village are situated on the land where the Dutch fort was located
earlier.

The claim that The Doric is a portuguese building where
Princess Dona Catherina was kept under protection by the
Portuguese (circa 1580) is unsubstantiated by available evidence.
The Portuguese only had a small fort in Arippu and it was a relatively
small one during the Dutch times. Its main purpose was to protect
the pearl banks from illegal exploitation. princess Dona catherina
was kept in Mannar, which was a larger city and the only stronghold
of the Portuguese in Northern Sri Lanka by that time.
According to the other argument, it is said that Allardni, a
local queen, had a palace on this site, hence giving it the name
Allaranikotte. However, there is no historical or archaeological proof
for the existence ofthis legendary queen.
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Figure 2 - The Doric from the norrh as extanr in 2003 (the section
ofthe building has since
collapsed, but the eastern portico shown on the lelt is intact).
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Figure 6 - Ground plan of The Doric at Arippu (not to scale).
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Figure 4

-

Map of Arippu area showing the
location of The Doric, the beacon

Bastion

and the ruined bungalow.
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Figure 7

- Ground plan of the Dutch Fort at Arippu
(not to scale - after Nelson, paranavitana and de Silva).

Figure 5

'The Doric

as drawn by Cordiner (1807)
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Figure 8 - Plaster work of the eastern pofiico of The Doric

Figure 9 - Renrnants oI a column
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